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Human knowledge is now recognised as a key organisational asset. Different knowledge 
needs require different knowledge management systems (KMS). A KMS is an electronic 
system that facilitates management of knowledge and at the same time returns and leverages 
knowledge. This study aims at investigating a framework that utilises the latest advances in 
KMS technology. This research outlines the framework and describes a system developed 
around this. The framework is based on fundamental knowledge management concepts, 
Resource Description Framework (RDF) and basic modeling concepts and tools. It also 
incorporates notions of knowledge quality measure and a simple inference mechanism in 
order to probe, learn and adapt the KMS with the changing needs of its users. 
In particular, a prototype was developed targeting the research training context of post-
graduate education. An evaluation of the prototype showed that the framework was plausible 
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Knowledge management (KM) is complex. Differences in knowledge requirements 
and approaches to building knowledge management systems (KMS) abound. This 
study presents a framework for knowledge management. The framework is based on 
the use of a semantic weblog, the use of knowledge measures, and a mechanism to 
adapt the system to stay in accord with the changing needs of its users. The 
framework facilitates the storage, management and sharing of knowledge. 
KM transcends many fields including technology, statistics and psychology [RT99, 
BLA95, DA V98, PRU98, JOH96, NON96]. Such work tends to spark controversies 
on what should constitute a good KMS. To begin with, this study earmarks three KM 
essentials, namely a well-structured system, semantic modeling and inference. 
Because institutional knowledge is predominantly reliant upon individual knowledge 
elicitation [CA69,Tus77], the system should encourage individuals to acquire, share 
and disseminate knowledge. KMS input would be human knowledge, best practices, 
quality measures and relevant technologies such as RSS. Output would be well-
structured presentation of material, quality indicators, and suggested groupings of 
users with similar interests, etc. 
1. 2 Research Goals 
This study looks at: 
1. What should a knowledge management system consist of? 
2. If management is the goal, then measure is a requirement. Can knowledge 
quality measures be found and meaningfully used to better manage a 
knowledge management system? 
The high demand for better KMS is a strong motivator of this research; for instance, it 











twenty years [Hy102]. There are no standards or guidelines for structuring 
organizational memories; no framework exists for building sustainable KM systems 
[Sch06]. It is also estimated that 80% ofKM systems have failed [Hy104, SKOO]. This 
means loss in both monetary terms as well as managerial vision. Obviously, it also 
raises questions as to whether such KMS were built on concrete and well founded 
principles. 
The high dependence on the Internet for knowledge requires that special tools should 
be employed to gamer the knowledge. New software technologies such as XML, RDF 
and RSS are paving the way to knowledge modeling with metadata harnessing, which 
in tum makes inference plausible. To address the research questions in this project, a 
KMS framework was designed that uses metadata and knowledge quality measures to 
evaluate and adapt the system. A prototype implementation of the framework was 
built in the form of a knowledge management system for post-graduate research 
students. 
1.3 Prototype System 
An institution that provides research training should offer some form of knowledge 
management software. A good KMS for postgraduates should give students practice 
in the skills needed to do research successfully: finding relevant information, 
organizing their knowledge appropriately, reading effectively, writing up their ideas, 
sharing their ideas with others, giving and responding to feedback and constructive 
criticism. 
Much of world data/information and knowledge units are stored in unorganized and 
unstructured form, making it very difficult to manage [Hy104, Per03]. Even though it 
is hard to state how much of this (datalknowledge units) is on campus repositories, 
universities are huge knowledge reservoirs by virtue of being academic centers. A 
KMS for research students was therefore built as a prototype to evaluate the 











1.4 Thesis Outline 
This dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the fundamental 
concepts - knowledge and knowledge management systems. Chapter 3 discusses 
Weblogs and related technologies, and chapter 4 outlines sigma-algebras and 
maximum likelihood estimation which we use to make inferences about a knowledge 
base. The remaining chapters cover the contribution of this project. First the 
proposed framework is presented, and then our prototype realization of this 
framework, called KC (Knowledge Centre). Chapter 7 describes the use of the 
Manila [Fro] weblog construction tool in building KC, and the next chapter outlines 
the use of the R statistical software package [FSC05] for making inferences about KC 
content. Chapter 9 discusses KC evaluation by student users. This is followed by the 













This chapter describes what knowledge management is and the concepts around it. 
These include knowledge itself, epistemic theories, sharing, knowledge auditing and 
knowledge accumulation trends. It also gives an account of knowledge presentation, 
critical knowledge management requirements and some causes of knowledge 
management system failures. 
2.1 Knowledge 
Knowledge has been defined as "a fluid mix of framed experience, values, contextual 
information and expert insight that provide a framework for evaluating and 
incorporating new experiences and information" [DP97]. Earlier research unveiled 
two forms of knowledge, namely, tacit and explicit [PoI67, Non98, Sam05, Har03]. 
Tacit knowledge is unstated and is normally hidden in the human mind, while explicit 
is codified and can easily be extracted, transmitted and shared. Further research yet 
shows that the two states actually form the distinction between knowing and 
knowledge [BD98, BC99]. Knowing is taken as some hidden sense that could 
manifest through action in a particular context, while knowledge is facts that can be 
easily codified and shared. 
Knowledge is asserted to emanate from processed information and to reside in the 
mind of the knower [PoI92, Chu72]. Knowledge cannot entirely be embedded in 
resources such as document repositories, routines, processes, practices, and norms 
[DP98, FP98, Tee98a]. It is hard to isolate and represent objectively, and in its 
entirety, "a fluid mix of framed experience" or "expert insight" [DP97]. Instead, 
people independently use knowledge sources to explicate, interpret and ultimately 











2.2 Epistemic Theories 
Epistemology is a branch of philosophy concerned with the nature and extent of 
human knowledge [Kle98]. Epistemology dates back to the works of Plato and 
Aristotle [Ari45]. In recent years, research in epistemology has provided insights 
[Sve94, 97, 01, Non94, NT95] from which concrete KM elements can be derived. 
Contemporary investigations have further attempted to specify what legitimizes 
knowledge, and how humans acquire knowledge [Pap98]. Epistemic theories relevant 
to knowledge management are coherentism, reliabilism and consequentialism. 
By coherentism [Bon85, Leh86] it is asserted that information is assimilated as 
knowledge through the ability to integrate it with existing knowledge in a logical 
fashion. In reliabilism [Go179, Sos91, Set96], it is believed that people attach a 
certainty value to everything they know. As a result, people accept information as 
knowledge with respect to the confidence in the source and the way in which it was 
obtained. Consequentialism [Go199] states that information IS considered as 
knowledge only if enough people are known to qualify it as sufficient and 
trustworthy. This concept places emphasis on society at large as the ultimate 
determinant of the acceptance of knowledge. 
From the above epistemic theories it can be asserted [BPA03] that an effective 
knowledge model should be based on: 
1) Easy integration of ideas from organizations and society. 
2) Agreement on terminology in the particular domain. 
3) Reliability of the knowledge source - and thus the origin of knowledge should also 
be known. 
4) The usefulness of the concept. This is what is known to distinguish knowledge 
from other beliefs. 
5) Freedom to relate knowledge items flexibly and not only according to a particular 
scheme or structure. 
6). Confidence values must be attached to every knowledge item, to capture the 
reliability associated with it by each person who knows it, and from which the 











Epistemic theories provide an account of knowledge production and its nature, but 
little about knowledge states and processes. They do not suggest a dynamic view 
(ongoing interpretation) of KM that embodies the processes of storage, usage, 
sharing, and knowledge dispersal hence missing the practical aspect [Aar06]. Even 
though recent studies in epistemology have included sharing (social theory), they 
cannot be directly applied to knowledge system processes [Sch98, Go199, LauOl, 
SolOl, Tur02]. The next sections discuss such knowledge management processes. 
2.3 Know/edge Management 
Knowledge management, can be defined as the "Explicit and systemic management of 
vital knowledge and its associated processes of creating, gathering, organizing, 
diffusion, use and exploitation. It requires turning personal knowledge into corporate 
knowledge that can be widely shared throughout an organization and appropriately 
applied" [Sky03]. 
Wherever KM exists or is envisaged, some form of a knowledge management system 
(KMS) must be present. Thus, KMS adopts the definition of KM as stated and extends 
this with a managerial system or tool. Devanport pointed out that KMS are often 
noticeable in implementations such as document repositories, expertise databases, 
discussion lists, and context-specific retrieval systems incorporating collaborative 
filtering technologies [Dev98]. The difficult task eluding KM today that has led to 
many KMS failures is how to formulate and implement sustainable systems 
embodying and encapsulating the needs and expectations of users. Tapp and Hughes 
[TH04] have further pointed out that even though KMS have increased the supply of 
knowledge objects, the usage of these same objects by other workers, "the crucial 
added value", remains elusive. 
It is argued that what people usually termed KMS are simply document management 
systems [AzbO 1]. Others have in this light believed that very few enterprises have 
indeed implemented KM systems [Kin02, Des03], because systems have been 











Expectancy theories state that individuals contribute to knowledge activity based on 
the expectancy of certain benefits. The perceived value from knowledge seeking 
depends on contributor's expertise and credibility, while the perceived expectation of 
value depends on trust, obligation and contributor willingness [Vro64, Ka199]. 
The figure 1 below depicts the flow of knowledge elements and how humans can 
interact with it. This is a rudimentary structure signifying the beginning of what can 
be achieved over time. The flow may not strictly follow the indicated paths. 
6. Utilize it easily 
3. Manipulate 
and comment 
Figure 1: knowledge cycle [BK06) 
2.4 Sharing knowledge 
In the knowledge-intensive economy sharing and KM become inseparable [NT95, 
Hy103 , Bix02, Rom02]. Sharing of electronic material now ranges from merely 
document sharing to syndication [Wi105] (posting summaries and links to Web items 
so that they can easily be shared). This can complement the natural ways institutions 
have of creating, sharing and transferring knowledge [SK06, INOO]. Externalisation 
and internalisation convert tacit to explicit knowledge and vice versa. In attempting to 
extemalise tacit knowledge, two methods are common, intervention and 
representation. By intervention, the system identifies and connects the needy to the 











knowledge processes through forums, networks and other internet-enabled 
interactions. 
Sharing of knowledge should therefore be structured in systematic ways; especially 
when teams have common ground or want to establish mutual knowledge [Gla02). 
2.5 Knowledge presentation 
Important to knowledge presentation especially in academia are media functions. 
These are basically the methods of content delivery. There are three media functions, 
namely primary, secondary and tertiary [HemOl]. Primary is text without predefined 
order and therefore the reader painstakingly extracts what is necessary. Secondary 
requires that educational materials are arranged coherently in a specific structure or 
layout with associated ordering. Tertiary exhibits artificial intelligence in the sense 
that the system learns and adapts to the user's requirements. 
Today, hypermedia (text, audio, video) are the mam media used for electronic 
communication [GM96]. Hyperlinking is an easy way of engaging with knowledge 
resources [ZRC99] and provides ideal avenues for constructing knowledge 
relationships [Shu98, Rom02). Researchers have different opinions on whether high 
quality hypermedia leads to improvement in training [HRKOl). For example, The 
Web and hyperlinking have been noted for contributing to management information 
overload. This problem is primed to become worse unless effective filters such as user 
profiling are developed [FD02). Although e-mail is one of the most utilized features 
of the Internet, it has not recorded significant impact as a KM tool due to the rapid 











2.6 Knowledge auditing 
Designing and implementing a sustainable KM system first requires assessment of 
current knowledge and needs. This process is called knowledge auditing [MicO 1]. 
Basic knowledge accounting begins here because, what is audited gets included and 
what is included essentially gets counted [H ylO 1]. Knowledge auditing can in fact 
provide information about the quality of the KM process as a whole. 
Knowledge mapping is a process of graphically defining related knowledge areas 
[Alf03]. It includes the identification and linking of critical information and 
knowledge competencies of an organization. These stop short of assigning knowledge 
measures; but measures can be obtained by analyzing answers to audit questions. 
Knowledge auditing is normally done through a questionnaire followed by interviews 
with the potential system users. For a high degree of system acceptance, users 
therefore have to be part of the process from start to end. [Hy104] and [SFOO] 
propose the following as vital questions to be addressed. 
1) Who does one go to when one has a problem? 2) Do knowledge maps exist in the 
institution? If not, why not? If yes then are they used effectively? 3) With whom do 
knowledge people collaborate and share information and knowledge? 4) What are the 
barriers to knowledge sharing? 5) Do people know what they should know but don't 
in fact know? 6) Do people feel that their knowledge is valued? 7) Do people 
routinely document knowledge for repeated use? 8) What do people do with 
knowledge that is accrued from completed tasks or projects? 9) How do people get the 
information and knowledge they need? 10) Do people get the knowledge they need? 
11) Who are the providers of the most critical knowledge and how do people get it? 
12) Does the institution reward people for sharing? If yes, are the rewards 
appropriate? 13) What are people doing to tap into existing and potential knowledge 
sources? 14) Where is the knowledge hiding? 15) Are people deriving value from the 











2.7 Knowledge accumulation changes over time 
The figure 2 below illustrates how knowledge accumulation occurs in an institution 
using a knowledge management system. 
y (knowledge accumulation) 





.. ' ...... . ' 
Figure 2: Knowledge accumulation, sharing and KM failure. 
The continuous line represents knowledge accumulation rate and the dotted shows the 
failure rate. 
Before the establishment of KMS, there is always some accumulated knowledge, 
hence the graph not starting from the origin. The first sloping part represents 
knowledge accumulation due to the introduction of better knowledge capturing, 
processing and sharing tools. As the organisation rapidly learns, knowledge sharing 
also increases. Eventually, the organisation reaches the peak where it has enough 
knowledge and relatively few problems managing and sharing it (To). 
At time T 1, however, the organisation may start to lose knowledge due to employee 











differences in knowledge levels between people in an organisation according to status 
[Hi102]), leading to a large difference between what an institution should know and 
what it does know [Zac99]. It is at this point (Td that better strategies should be 
formulated to boost knowledge accumulation, with corresponding re-focused ways of 
sharing. This calls for effective evaluation and restructuring of the current social 
constructs and corresponding technological changes. Such undertakings would 
require an environment that supports intelligible integration and coordination of 
complex social skills [Dig04]. 
2.8 When systems are likely to fail 
From figure 2, it can also be noted that sometime before To there is a high likelihood 
of system failure. This is because many of the implemented system components and 
concepts are still very new. Systems may also fail when users are not motivated to 
contribute. However, as time progresses, the failure possibilities diminish as shown. 
Eventually, other challenges arise, requiring new, better ways of knowledge 
management and sharing. Without this, at this critical point T 1, failure rate increases 
as the system responsively transforms. 
In order to preserve continuity, knowledge should flow sufficiently, implying that 
knowledge sources must be readily available. Insufficient information and knowledge 
flow can be blamed for poor knowledge management qualities. Providing incentives 
for knowledge sharing can increase the flow but needs further research [HanOO]. 
Monetary incentive alone is not a solution. In one case it resulted in a repository full 
of garbage [HanOO]. It is also evident that people contribute quality items on Usenet 
and other forums, without monetary incentives. One potential driver may be social 
status or self-esteem [Con96, SK91]. 
2.9 Critical requirements of Knowledge Management Systems 
From the knowledge cycle in figure 1, the following points were identified as critical 
to a KMS: 











system. This includes the use of appropriate knowledge filters and acquisition 
methods 
B) There should be flexible structures to organize knowledge in a meaningful way, 
capturing all the relevant attributes such as publication, origin and the creator's 
profile. 
C) Information should be readily integrated with the existing knowledge body 
D) Knowledge elements should be accessible easily. This reqUIres common 
terminology (or an ontology) for the domain in consideration. 
E) Knowledge elements and sources should be retrievable quickly. 
F) Knowledge should be structured so that concepts can easily be interpreted 
In addition to the above, we identified additional needs which we address in this 
thesis, namely the need for knowledge measures, for making inferences based on 
knowledge measures and metadata, and for automatic adaptation of the system based 
on this. 
2.10 Summary 
This chapter has discussed the foundation of this study. By outlining essential 
concepts such as epistemic theories, sharing, and the knowledge cycle, it has provided 













This chapter explains why a Semantic Web log is an appropriate tool for KM. It 
therefore discusses possible KMS platforms, introducing weblogs and their extended 
features such as RSS, aggregators and RDF. It further illustrates KM needs that 
weblogs do not meet. 
3.1 Possible KMS Platforms 
In order to build a system accommodating requirements stated in the previous chapter, 
three KMS platforms were considered. These were a Central Knowledge Base (CKB), 
peer to peer (P2P) and web based systems (WBS). The WBS is in fact seen as hybrid 
between the Central Knowledge Base and the P2P. 
In the CKB arrangement, there is one powerful computer processing the jobs that 
would not be easily done on any other computer in the system. The CKB architecture 
is more widely used than its P2P counterpart, due to the superior file organization it 
exploits. It avoids the difficulties of finding exactly which computer contains 
particular knowledge sources. Having a common knowledge base helps to reduce 
redundancies and inconsistencies. Poor item ranking is also less likely to occur as it is 
easier to prioritize items contained in the same knowledge base. 
Some of the areas the CKB gIVes problems with, are search criterion, stability, 
robustness and flexibility. The search is normally restricted to keywords, focussing on 
huge databases residing on the central server. In such an environment, people become 
skeptical to share knowledge because it decreases one's own value. The reliance on 
the central server for critical network management causes system failure in cases were 
the server malfunctions. Even in cases were an application is downloaded from the 











depend on it. Programs that are invoked on the server through the client normally take 
time to reach the point of application. Lastly, because of the many administrative 
procedures in CKB, members do not readily access knowledge and often would not 
readily contribute. 
A P2P system is a computer network that consists of nodes acting as both clients and 
servers. In a general sense, a peer can even be a piece of software, client or any 
computer peripheral. As issues of sharing started becoming crucial to KM, the P2P 
approach started gaining ground. Peer-to-peer KM is relatively new. A P2P network 
is conducive for file sharing and e.g. Lotus, Napster and FastTrack have been 
successfully implemented [Tsu04]. The exponential increase in electronic knowledge 
and tools, the need for a distributed system, openness and impromptu access to 
knowledge material have all contributed to the popularity of P2P KM [ZR05]. 
Security concerns and the lack of supportive technologies are some of the major 
bottlenecks to P2P KM. Intellectual capital protection problems are already reported 
to be high [Tsu04]. 
3.2 Weblogs 
It is evident the Web has become the supreme knowledge resource. This creates one 
space in which knowledge is inseparable from the community creating it, an essential 
quality of KM [VD04]. Cayzer and Roll suggested the use of web10gs as basis for 
KMS [CR05] - they avoid compatibility problems, entry barriers and unnecessary 
formalities. At the very basic level, a web10g typically comprises a list of snippets 
which can cross-reference each other. 
Essentially, KM reqUIres a non-disruptive and pCrvasive system; an adaptable, 
dynamic one endowed with rich semantics. This is where the Web-oriented system 
outweighs the P2P platform. Knowledge essentials, such as forums where 
practitioners and researchers can discuss ideas, share experiences and exchange 
knowledge can easily be achieved with Web10gs. A forum is also most likely to 











2) One feels forced to write if one has readers waiting for something new. 
3) It is easier to write if one has blog-readers in mind, easier than having nobody to 
direct one's writing to. 
4) Scholars write a lot that few people ever see. 
5) It satisfies the need to give opinion and comment. 
7) It is less intrusive than e-mail and easier because people don't need to manage all 
those addresses. 
8) Weblogs are easy to read because they are dynamic, informal, short entries and in 
order of date. 
9) They are better than discussion boards because people are not locked into a 
particular system as they contribute. 
In comparison with the CKB, remote access to the system is easier with weblogs 
because of platform independence. Other advantages are usability, simplicity, 
flexibility and cost benefits. It is much easier to deal with complex interfaces in a web 
application such as html. They are easier to program, are flexible, and there is little or 
no cost at all in acquiring the software. Often, protocols are easier to implement and 
therefore, it becomes easy to attach links to sites. Weblog development tools can be 
very effective for developing KMS. They allow rapid system development and permit 
easy system customisation. They can send and receive information via email and 
users can easily switch between the work at hand and the KM system. 
Another advantage is that, generally, the web has become very much integrated with 
education systems where online exercises, notes, and chatting are often conducted via 
this medium. Blogging can support all these and even more. Even departmental 
websites are in essence weblogs [EWO 1]. The only problem is that, they are not 
recognised as knowledge management systems - they are forums for sharing, but lack 
structured presentation of knowledge and associated KM tools. One of the risks with 
the web hosted KM are security and privacy, but these are also common with the 
other two platforms. 
For the system to be easy to use and fit in with the basic working culture of 
researchers, a weblog promises appropriate underlying technologies [KNR04]. The 











attractiveness as a result of the informal way in which contributions are organised 
with weblogs. Currently, there are many (see appendix D) popular weblog systems. In 
most of these, sharing occurs through exchanging of news summaries. The summaries 
are published and displayed through an export and interchange format called rich site 
summary (RSS) [Dow02, ColO2]. Versions 0.9 and 2.0 of RSS are based on resource 
description framework (RDF) [RDF05]. Unlike RSS that is merely used for 
information transfer, RDF provides more structure with the triples (source, predicate 
and object) [RDF05]. With such structures, information/knowledge is well-defined, 
enabling computers and people to work in co-operation [LHLO 1]. One of the uses of 
RSS is the formation of RSS-feeds that outline the knowledge resources of a blog. 
Aggregators can then collect these feeds from different blogs and display them in one 
list. 
3.3 RSS 
RSS contains two parts: the static, enveloping information about the web page, and 
the dynamic, constituting the news stories or publications in the form of headlines and 
other textual and graphical contents. Figure 3 gives the overall structure of an RSS 
file. A fragment of RSS is shown in figure 4. RSS is shared through a process called 
syndication. Syndication is a way of posting news summaries on the web page in a 




















<'1xml version=" 1.0" '1> 
<channel> 
<title>weblogs in KM education scenario</title> 
<link> http://knowledge-centre . uct. cs. ac</link> 
<description> This code gives an introductory example of syndication in KM education scenario.</description> 
<language> XML: :RS S</language> 
<item> 
<title>Readings: Application ofRSS in KM</title> 
<description>Exploring the web semantics By Chanda ... </description> 
<link>http://knowledge-centre.uct.cs.ac,za/weblog/education I 




Figure 4: detailed RSS sample code 
A brief explanation of the above code is as follows: The first part is an elaboration of 
the channel itself: The title of the entire weblog, a link [http://knowledge-
centre.uct.ac.za] that points to the home page, and a description ofthe entire blog. 
The points below, describe the items contained in the channel. Each item contains a 
title or name, a brief description explaining what the item is all about, and a link 
(URI) describing the location from where the full details may be extracted, i.e. a link 











A more elaborate example of the RSS/RDF code is shown below 
II The name space is given as: xmlns:rdf=http://www.w3.orgI1999/02122-rdf-syntax-ns#// 
liThe specification for the html used is given as: ''xmlns=http://pur1.org/rss/1.01'' and the definition of the RSS 
version as <')xml version="I.O" encoding="utf-8",?>11 
<'?xml version=" 1.0" encoding="utf-8",?> 
<rdfRDF 
xmlns:rdf=''http://www. w3 .orgl I 999102122-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
xmlns=http://purl.org/rssl I. 01> 
II Below is the channel component of the RSS. The title element should suggest to the user that it is a link from the 
web page to the feed. For example, the Knowledge-centre below should be the same title in the html appearing on 




Download Database notes from Knowledge-centre! 
<I description> 
<link>http://knowledge-centre.uct.ac.za</link> 
II The image part is option. This can be used for rendering purposes'!l 
<image rdfresource=''http:///knowledge-centre.uct.ac.zalimages/log08 8x3 3 .gif' I> 
<textinput rdfresource=''http://knowledge-centre.uct.ac.zalsearch.pl'' I> 
</channel> 
II The item part containing information from a specific source page follows.!1 
<item rdf about=''http://knowledge-centre. uct. ac.zal databases/relationa1.html"> 
<title>Relational Databases </title> 






<item rdf about=" http://knowledge-centre. uct. ac. zal databasesl obj ect. html" > 















Charaeten;;tic'> ofRSSiRDF appropriatc for K'v1 ,ystems arC: 
• Thc abihty to capture mctooata (answering qucstioos sllch as "Who ,Hote this", 
··\V"h~n wa'> thi;; puhllshed" and "What arC thc «)Pl~' of discus,ion') makcs RSS 
vcry ,ultahlc, for examplc, in indicating thc rdiabihty of a ,DUrcc, the agc of a 
puhhcation and relevance of contcnt. 
• It can be rcpurpmcd, for cxample, could include caplllnng with an item its 
author', profile, comments and ratings given it by renewers along with 
rc\',ewer', namc" ctc. 
• Th~ common li.lrmat of prc,>cnting material ITom di ffcrcnt 'Ollrc~s, both files and 
weh pages, make, \II/ehlog, very mdusi'e. 
• Through RSS, an item can bc po,ted On mllltipk ,itc, makmg it morc 
acec,,>ihlc. Howcvcr, duphcatc,> can be a menacc in this case. 
• Bccall;;c XML i, self contained, there is an opportunity to include a description 
of the methods required 10 use the data, along with the data it.self: 'ihi, can mah 
thc data re-usahle many years from when it wa, deposited, 
An cxample wehlog at Harvard l,niversity appears in figure 6. 
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The difference hetween the RSS reed and a news aggrcgator is that the RSS feed 
Duth"", lhe kn"" kdgc resOllrce from one site whereas an aggrcgator collects items 
from di n",rent ,it", (" chlogs) and dl splays them 011 one list for easy scan and rcfcrr~l. 
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Collected items arc placed in folders, Th~sc items can be coming from different 
source-, or from the _,ame -'lte hut allocated to appropnate j()lder8_ On this p~ge in 
iigure R. ite1118 ~an he hro" -,;ed ea,i I y hy /"l1owing the expiamtions be'ide the j,)l der8, 
One w~y of limiting ~ggregators to trusted knowledge providers is ro employ 
epistemic theories. For example if web log p is trusted by weblog q, then if the system 
1",-,(, "ehlog q, it -,hould trU8t p a8 "ell (rcliabi/ism). FunhclUlOre. if q get, 
pllhiJcution8 ii-om world rt.'1lo"ned "nten and ">CK1y trLl-'t8 th~t it i8 credihle 
knowledg~. lllL'f1 the syst~m ~an md ude 1l"'8e pllhi1 ~ation-, (co>Jsrquentiaiism). 
3.5 RDF 
Knowledge needs change according to people' s lllter~-'t-'. le\-el-, of under,tanding and 
perception, The way people look for knowlcdg~ is also de~nd'l!lt on "here they 
8earch. how it is presented and whl1her it is availahle. According to I Lar96, Zac<)<), 











with appropnate toob One usefu l way to find and as,.:,s knowl~dg~ ilallS is by 
keeping llletadata 
RDI' introduces slructures fo, eaptuling mdadata, ROF consists of " rC.",,,rce. 
predicate and a valuc. /\ res.ouree can Ix anything. filr example a weh page or book. 
;\, reS<)ur~e has some propcrty and the property has a valu~ that ~an sometimes be 
another resource. The predicate links th.: r.:sour~e to the value, A complete statcmem 
1, shown Ll1 li gure 9 and rcpr.:s.:ntcd as a tnple (S. r. _} s repr~sents the source, P the 
predicate (property) and V the value, 
G It"' ,' i(' h ",,,I,t>ilIfl< 'J;! =:=> 
, 
I Creator , 
Chanda Kmoma 
-
Hgurr q: ROF ~I'aph 
TIlC ellipse mntains th.: unique resource shown by the URI h(lp: /..' . . "iehandaKatoma, 
The property is shown by the are, and the value Chanda Katoma in the reetangk. The 
\'alue ~an also he a CRI as shown below: 
~ 
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The graph produced through RDF contains more information than just how objects 
relate to each other, because of the implicit information in the attributes [W3C04]. 
RDF is also recommended for analysis of topic maps and for collaborative processes 
[BPMOO]. 
3.6 Semantic Weblogs 
Semantic blogging is a way of introducing structure and meaning to weblogs. Sincc 
most weblog construction tools support RDF generation, semantic blogging becomes 
a relatively easy extension to blogging. Steve Cayzer at HP has pointed out how 
semantic blogging has attracted extensive attention in KM related research [Cay04]. 
In particular, a lot of work is focused on the capturing of metadata along with 
snippets, and using this to enhance navigation, querying and display. Semantic Web 
for Advanced Development in Europe (SW AD-E) [CayOl] uses RDF [RC06] for 
knowledge management. Bettina and Roberto have looked at the use of the easily 
captured data and information from blogs to estimate domain relevance and domain 
consensus [BN06]. This is mostly done through the use of probability theories such as 
expectation. Flavious and Alexandru have looked at adapting graph visualisation 
techniques for the visualisation of RDF data, and show how inferences can be made 
from this [FTH03]. 
3.7 KM needs that web logs do not meet 
To improve the ability of a blog to meet the KM aims as described in chapter 2, the 
following properties of web logs need to be addressed:. 
1). Knowledge acquisition 
Blogs easily lose focus especially if there is no strict control for example on who 
should contribute and what they should write. 
2). Knowledge organisation 
Blogs are not structured enough (typically lists sorted by date/sender/topic) and 
navigability can be difficult. They don't use domain ontology to structure content, 
they do not clearly relate items to each other and there are no icons representing 
summarised annotations next to entries (for example how much discussion an item 











3). Search / Knowledge retrieval 
There is no search on metadata like rating by readers/ amount of discussion/etc. 
4). Usability and Sharing 
The system may be filled with irrelevant or poor items unless there is an incentive to 
only make valuable contributions (for example ratings from others, reward of marks, 
etc.) Group discussion is not used well enough. There should be someone to control 
the flow so that participants don't diverge from the topic of discussion. 
3.8 Summary 
This chapter has discussed different possible KM platforms and the reasons a 
Semantic web log is proposed. It has also shown how KMS can be enhanced by 
the use of emerging technology such as RSS. These are essential as far as 













Maximum Likelihood Estimation 
This chapter focuses on maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) used for estimating 
parameters. It discusses sigma algebras, measure theory and their specific applications 
in KMS. 
4.1 Sigma Algebras 
RDF knowledge (in triples) does not convey much about the usefulness of the content. 
This is exactly when a mathematical model is needed. The following is a description 
of the mathematical concepts that the KMS framework builds on. 
Informally, a set is defined as a collection of objects belonging to a particular class. 
The objects are called elements [Pat02]. This is very important because measures are 
rigorously established on this principle. Let Xl be a knowledge item, with Xl!, X12, 
Xl3 .... Xln as its metadata, for example quality rating or number-of-hits. X2 would be 
another item with similar metadata. Let Xl, X2 ... belong to a sigma algebra X. A 
sigma algebra X can then be taken as a collection of sets, with Xjl, Xj2 , Xj3 "" Xjn as 
elements of set j. 
So, let X be the collection of these metadata information sets (taken from RDF 
triples). Given a sample space{X,S }, a a-algebra X on a set S, is a family of 
subsets of S. By definition the empty set ¢ E X and if A EX, then (S-A) E X and if 
An is a sequence of subsets of S, then the union (Uni=l Ai) EX. Thus, a sigma algebra 
is a Boolean algebra as these closure properties fulfil the OR, AND and NOT 
operations [Wik06]. Sets in the form of sigma-algebras have been used to model 
information [DEOl] and can naturally be extended to model knowledge constructs. 
There are also other algebras, but a-algebras are particularly appropriate because a 
probability measure is applicable to any a-algebra, providing a computational basis 











4.2 Measure Theory and MLE 
Measure theory is a branch of real analysis that investigates sigma algebras. Some 
information retrieval uses measure theories to determine the "importance weight" of a 
particular word in a document i.e. the ability of the associated word to single out the 
document from the others in the knowledge base. [PP03]. 
Formally, a countable additive measure (I' ) is a function defined on a sigma algebra 
X in sample space { X S} with range [0,00]. A measure is a function that assigns a 
number to a set, with properties as below: 
1. The empty set has measure zero 
2. Countable additivity or 0' -additivity: if £1, £2, £3 .... is a sequence of pairwise 
disjoint sets in X, then I' (U E; )= I I' (Ei)' 
The members of X are called measurable sets. If the range of I' is [0, 1], then I' 
forms a probability measure, applicable to random variables [AS06]. This is very 
important in KM because information seeking is generally probabilistic. A probability 
space (X S, I' ) incorporates a sample space S, defines a set of events of interest, the 
0' - algebra X, and its probability measure I' . 
Sigma algebras are linked to Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) [Tu103] as 
follows. Given an independent sample space xl'x2 ......... xn ' in some {X,S }, with a 
0' -finite measure f1 on X that has distribution 1(%,B) where B is unknown; MLE 
can be used to find the most likely value of e. For n observations,xl'x2 ......... xn , the 
likelihood of any particular value for B is given by 
n 
L (Blx) =p (xIB)= ITp(x; IB). This holds because it is known from the 
;=1 
multiplication rule in probability theory that the joint probability of these observations 
/I 
is p (X] B) = IT p( x; I B). The primary reason for constructing a likelihood function is 
;=1 











that make the joint probability of the data most likely or optimal. Therefore, the first 
step is to maximise p (X Ie) by differentiating the equation and solving for e. A 
fundamental result is that, as the sample size increases, L divided by the sample size n 
tends to converge to a constant function. In the process, the distribution of e 
becomes increasingly concentrated in the vicinity of the true population parameter eo' 
4.3 Example 
As a simple example, suppose a coin has probability p of yielding heads in a toss. A 
number of tossing or attempts N can be done and the outcomes recorded. Recordings 
can be made so that H represents head and T tail. Let F(P) represent the binomial 
probability function. By differentiating F(P) and solving for p, it estimates the most 
likely value of p that maximises the data. For a fair coin, heads and tails have equal 
(0.5) chances of occurrence. So, to check if the coin is biased, one simply compares 
the p with 0.5. If they are equal, then the coin is unbiased and biased otherwise. 
Moreover, the degree of bias can be determined. 
Applying this to KM can be explained as: suppose a knowledge item is rated as 
helpful or unhelpful. Take N as the total number of ratings for a particular item from 
users where H is considered helpful and T unhelpful. 
F(P) = I if helpful and F(p) =0 otherwise. 
By taking the derivative of F(P) and solving for p, the most probable parameter is 
achieved. If the estimated value is not 0.5, the bias towards unhelpfulness or 
helpfulness can then be computed. 
4.4 MLE requirements 
As the example illustrated, maXimum likelihood estimation or MLE is used to 
estimate the parameters of a probability distribution function. Let X be a sample data 
set drawn from some population P. In order to draw conclusions about the population 
P, the probability distribution function (PDF) that describes P has to be estimated (e.g. 
normal, binomial, gamma distributions) and the parameters of that PDF, e.g. its mean, 
variance, minimum, maximum, etc. The tentative model is normally proposed by 











experience with similar data or other expert insights [CDK03]. Before using MLE for 
statistical inference from a given data sample, the following preparatory steps are thus 
required: 
(I) Identify the model/probability distribution function (PDF) of P 
(II) Estimate the value of the unknown parameter(s) i.e. provide initial parameter 
estimate( s) for them 
When both the above are input to a statistical analysis package in order to apply MLE, 
the MLE estimation 
(A) Evaluates the quality of fit (of the sample data to the PDF) and 
(B) Accordingly estimates the parameter value(s) of the population. 
In other words, given sample data along with (I) and (II) above, MLE evaluates how 
closely the data fits the given PDF, and computes better estimates of the PDF 
parameter(s) of the population from which the data sample was drawn. 
Example 1 
For a normal distribution, the probability distribution function (PDF) is: 
I 
2 _ 1 -[x,_,u l2 hu2 
[(x" .. ,x Ji,(5) - TI E[e ] .............................................. (1). 
. (5 21[ 
where the x" x2 ••••••••• x" are the given sample values, the average is represented by Ji 
and (5 is the standard deviation. Applying the natural logarithm, gives 
lnf = -~nln(21[)-nln(5-[I(xi - Ji)2 /2(52 ] ........................................ (2) 
and differentiating with respect to Ji and equating to 0, leads to: 
8(ln f) /a Ji = I (xi - Ji X2 = ° . Solving for Ji, the results are Ji '= I Xi In and 
plugging in the sample values, the estimated population parameter is computed. 
For the standard deviation, we differentiate (1) with respect to (5 and get 
Example 2 
The PDF for a binomial function is given by f = pk (1- pr-k ....................... (1) 











considered and k the number of times p occurred. Taking the natural logarithm, we 
have In! =klnp+(n-k)ln(l- p) .......................................................... (2) 
Differentiating (2), gives a In p lap = k / p + (n - k) ){ _ p ............................. (3) 
Equating (3) to 0, a In p ~ = ° and solving for p we get, p = k . In principle, the lap n 
proportionality gives the population average. 
4.5 Sigma algebras and MLE in a Knowledge Management System 
Let XI be a knowledge object with associated metadata { XII, X12, Xl3 .... Xln } where 
an Xi is for example its quality rating, usefulness, status, popularity, etc. We can view 
a collection of such sets XI, X 2 ... as a sigma algebra X if we map their range onto 
the same type e.g. Boolean or a rating scale of 1 to 5. We may have a single sigma-
algebra for the whole KMS, or we may have a a-algebra for all the contributions 
authored by a specific individual, etc. This is a collection of sets, with Xjl, Xj2 , Xj3 ...... , 
Xjn being elements of set j. These measure values (Xji) can be drawn from the RDF 
metadata captured in the KMS. Using a Maximum Likelihood Estimator on such a a-
algebra allows a system to infer the true quality (usefulness, rating, status, popularity, 
etc.) of the associated items. 
Selecting the metadata variables xl' x1 ......... xn appropriately is critical for accurate 
inference. To measure for instance usefulness of a group of items X, the program 
collects all the values from their usefulness metadata and forms a set. These would 
then be fed into the mathematical model and the MLE computed. If X comprises e.g. 
all items contributed by a particular person, then we can infer the true usefulness of 
that person. Such derived information can then be used to reorganise the site 
automatically, e.g. so that the most useful/popular / etc. objects appear above others. 
A collection of data for investigation or a-algebra could be expressed as a matrix of 















example, on the XI entity, one could have XII representing usefulness, X I2 status, and 
so on. If the time element is considered, a Markov Chain estimator (stochastic 
process) can be used, providing different measures on the knowledge items. However, 
this is not done in this work and is left for future study. 
4.6 Advantages of MLE 
1. As an approach to parameter estimation, it achieves a better approximation than 
other estimators as the sample size grows (Cramer-Rao lower bound) [Wik06]. 
2. For independent observations, the maximum likelihood estimator follows an 
asymptotic normal distribution [Wilk06]. 
3. Because MLE results are single values (convergence points) they can be used with 
confidence bounds in hypothesis tests. 
4. There is a lot of statistical software that provides algorithms for maximum 
likelihood estimation for most of the common distributions. 
5. By establishing convergence values if and when they occur, threshold points can 
be set that people can over time use as benchmarks. If parameters are performance 
values MLE estimates of standard deviation can be used to set upper and lower 
bounds (for example, the number of contributions or the rating of items in a specified 
time can be expected to fall in a specified range). 
4. 7 Disadvantages of MLE 
Maximum likelihood equations have to be specifically worked out for a given 
distribution and estimation problem and there is thus potential for errors. Starting 
values are very important and MLE can be sensitive to the choice of these, and 
omitting information (variables) can make the MLE very inconsistent. In addition, 
MLE can be heavily biased for small samples. In certain instances, even the 
optimality property may not apply. Nevertheless the principle of maximum likelihood 












This chapter has looked at a-algebras and described how measure theory can be 
applied to them. It discussed how the mathematical model can use values captured in 













A Knowledge Management Framework 
Chapter five describes the KM framework. It first discusses research training and 
introduces the data model. The system overview is provided as well as the use cases 
for the framework. 
5.1 Research training 
Research training at postgraduate level must impart a variety of knowledge and skills. 
Some of these are domain-specific and others general. Examples of the latter are 
reading, writing, summanzmg, argumg, criticizing, finding and organizing 
information. Students require tools and platforms to help them accomplish these 
requirements effectively. Didactic style, education strategy, technology development, 
appropriate selection of content, and the personal qualities of teachers and students 
should be considered when building these tools [Sla96, Hes96]. 
This framework for knowledge management tools is based on the ideas of knowledge 
management and the knowledge requirements presented earlier. The system 
framework seeks to integrate skills and address the aforementioned issues in learning 
to do research. Hence, it should be easy to use, and offer some added value to make 
its usage worthwhile. These include finding relevant information easily, organizing 
work effectively, providing space for reading, writing and critical analysis, and the 
ability to measure or evaluate knowledge items. 
5.2 The data model 
The framework was built upon a simple but powerful data model. "The main objects 
in the data model are the source (from which the knowledge emanated, typically a 
human or a published work), the snippet (for instance, a posting or message, usually 
one fact or idea) and the file (representing either the creator's own work or a reference 
they found)" [BK06]. Each of these can be specialized depending on how the 











framework may distin~'Uish 'nll'[>Cls [><lSlCu a, knowledge lkms [rom snippds pos(~d 
in discllssion groups or on bulletin hoarus 
Figur. II: V"l~ modd 
Obj~C1S in the model are associated with each other via directional links. Semmlary 
objects sllch ~s comments and ratings ~an he relateu to any >QlUce. snippet or tile 
SnipJX'ls can rcfcrenc~ any other ohject in the model - for exampk when a messag~ is 
post~d about s.om~ paper (file) that w~s particularly lls~ful. or about some other 
snippet that it is refuting or el~borating on [13KI)(,]. 
E~ch of the three main types of object can be """elated with secondary objeds lhat 
adJ value to that objed - user /cedho.ck anu _'!Is/em me/adala, User kcdback 
comprises quantitative evaluations (ratings on a rating scal~) and quahlahve 
comments made by reade,-,. Sy_'tem metadata include, the individual who entered the 
item into the system, the date on whi~h this was done, the numher of ,eads and links 
LO that item, etc. In lhi, thesis, primary ohjects are ealled items (i,e. Sllip-p~ts/postings, 
sources or fi les) and their secondary objects (i_e, u'er feedback and _')"Slem metadata) 
are called knowledge properties_ The model mnStrmns Lhe use or knowlooge 
properties and the ilems they can be applied to a~cording to the conicxt. The 











of the highest quality is one that is highly rated by users; is very often read, referenced 
and commented upon; and comes from a source of a high standing whose 
contributions are consistently highly rated" [BK06]. Knowledge properties can also 
be used to query the system in new ways, and for inferring how best to adapt the 
system, as described later. 
5.3 The framework 
The framework is an 8-step process, as outlined below: 
1. Conduct an audit to evaluate the current system and needs of users. 
2. Use a weblog construction toolkit to create a simple weblog based on the data 
model where snippets and files can be saved, shared and searched. Ensure that 
metadata including Dublin Core [KWO 1] is captured from the outset. 
3. Refine its interface in an iterative manner, based on feedback from users 
4. Extend the system to capture commentaries and ratings of snippets, files and any 
other knowledge sources 
5. When necessary, introduce incentives to encourage extensive use of the system. 
6. Compute quality measures and use simple inference to evaluate different parts of 
the system 
7. Make the KMS an adaptive system that uses the results of the inference processes 
to extend and reorganize the knowledge structures appropriately 
8. Evaluate the adaptation mechanisms along with the other features, and iterate again 
[BK06] 
To fulfil the need for continued evaluation and hence system adaptation, quality 
measures based on knowledge properties is encouraged. Collecting user feedback 
such as item ratings can be a motivation especially to users who want to evaluate what 
they read or would like to feel valued according to their quality of contribution. 
Commentaries on publications give the perception that users add to what they read. 
Consequently, contributors are included as part of the quality control process. Apart 
from enriching the knowledge base, this improves accountability, security and 
transparency. 
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inferences can be made and the system reorganised accordingly. 
5.5 System Use Cases 
Based on KMS requirements as outlined in chapter 2 the main use cases for the 
framework were formulated. The use cases below illustrate briefly the types of user 
and how they interact with the system. 
-- ------~ --------
manages KMS 





















1. Manages KMS 
2. Edits any po stings on the system regardless of who posted it. 
3. Selects quality published works and puts them in appropriate places on the system 
for easy access by readers. 
4. Searches for knowledge material for users if asked to do so by members. 
5. Regu1ad y reads the incoming news from aggregators and subsequently saves 
important work in appropriate places. 
Member 
l. Contributes papers, postings, comments, discussion, topics and critiques. They can 
also edit their own work. 
2. Does evaluations by rating knowledge material on the system. 
3. Searches the system for needed knowledge. 
Non Member 
1. Reads only some public knowledge resources on the system. 
Table 1: Use Cases 
5.6 Use Cases for the KMS Editor 
editor 
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1. Subscribes to other weblogs by way of syndication so that external knowledge 
items can come in as syndicated news summaries. 
2. Gives access privileges to members. 
3. Sends items for syndication elsewhere 
4. Configures the system for better system usage. 
5. Extends the system as new functionalities becomes possible. 
6. Forms groups and establishes links through discovered interests of the participants. 
7. Sends news bulletins to members. 
Table 2: Use Case 2 - the Editor 
5.7 Summary 
This chapter has discussed the composition of the envisaged framework and the 












Prototype KMS Design 
This chapter outlines the design of a Knowledge Management System called KC, the 
Knowledge Centre, a prototype KMS for research students based on the framework. 
It outlines an audit of post-graduate students to discover current practices and needs. 
This showed that, while several structures were in place as a result of research 
laboratory activities, participants desired a better knowledge management system, 
although several said they would only adopt this if it was sufficiently quick to use and 
provided noticeable benefits. This chapter then discusses the prototype system 
organisation, and the object lifecycle in KC, ending with a description of the 
knowledge properties that are captured. 
6.1 Knowledge Audit 
A survey was carried out to identify the difficulties postgraduate students were facing 
in seeking and managing knowledge. This was followed by interviews, focused on 
what students thought could be the remedy to the problems. An assessment of the 
existing knowledge strategies was also conducted and a simple feasibility study done 
to determine if a KMS would be used. 
Through the feasibility study, it was realized that in most postgraduate education, 
there was a need for KM software especially since it is becoming increasingly 
difficult to do research without collaboration. In the computer science department, 
research groups were in place with basic websites often used for notices and 
advertising. However, certain individuals worked in isolation. 
As with many other Universities, there was no specialized software that can be called 
a KMS. At undergraduate level, however, a lot of effort has been put into organizing 
repositories for course material, submission of assignments, commenting and 
displaying of results etc. on web based software which is most successful. Students 
were asked how they searched, stored, shared and disseminated knowledge. It was 











A questionnaire was formulated, based mostly on the KM auditing questions and 
ideas from epistemic theories (See Appendix A). The interviews engaged with the 
participants to obtain a feel for their working environment and ensure a thorough 
investigation had been done. 











I. The web as the major source of knowledge 2. Problem in seeking knowledge 
Yes Others Yes No 
90% 10% 92% 8% 
3. Second Sources of Knowledge Apart from 4. Willingness to share knowledge 5. In support ofKM System 
the web 
e-mail Books Others Yes No Yes No 
( discussion) 
18% 63% 19% 63% 33% 81% 18% 
6. Could still do with the current system 7. Access to group knowledge 8. Any order in data storage 
Yes No Yes No Partially Yes No 
9% 90% 63% 36% 1% 63% 36% 
9. Already sharing his/her knowledge 10. Need software to structure knowledge 
Yes No Yes No Not sure 
27% 72% 90% 9% 1% 
II.What communities to share knowledge with 12. Usually got what they were looking for. 
Any Some None Yes Partially Others 
63% 36% 1% 8% 92% 0% 











6.2 Audit Analysis 
According to the above results, there was a high dependence on the Internet for 
material. Still, paper based publications are used considerably. About 63% of the 
readers who use the web also indicated they get knowledge through journals and 
books. From interviews, this can be attributed to among other facts, order of 
presentation of content and source confidence. Another reason given was that some of 
the knowledge material uploaded on the web is not peer reviewed. About 27% 
indicated they used other sources, particularly lecture notes and e-mails. 
6.2.1 Knowledge search 
More than 92% indicated that they experienced problems searching for material. 
Some felt that it was even difficult to know where to start unless one asked people 
who know. Others raised the following dissatisfaction: 
1. It takes too long to get to the required knowledge and sometimes one would 
have even forgotten what they were looking for. 
2. Searching the web brings about too many results, and it takes time to sift 
through material for relevance and in some cases one is not even sure about its 
credibility. 
3. Search results are not ordered by author, and regrettably, some of the materials 
don't even have dates. 
4. Reading books is not only time consuming and expensive but it is also hard to 
find the better ones. 
5. Some online research publications charge for access. 
Over 95% of the respondents clearly indicated they only partially get what they 
needed through the Internet and paper-based publications even though they earlier 
indicated that these are their main sources of knowledge. Consequently, about 81 % 
suggested that a better tool to manage knowledge was needed. This seems to confirm 
the earlier assertion that education systems, just like the corporate world, are in need 











6.2.2 Knowledge Accessibility and sharing 
63% acknowledged having access to shared group work. In further enquiries on how 
the current systems worked, some other knowledge sources were: 
I) group meetings to discuss research problems. 2) publications accessible through 
shared files. 3) talks and colloquiums. 4) news groups and online forums. 5) 
discussions with supervisors. 
Clearly, all these ways of knowledge sharing are traditional as they do not seem to 
meet the requirements of knowledge theories. They can in fact be viewed as 
prerequisite to better KM. As stated, earlier on, the vastness of knowledge today, 
coupled with the swift changes in KM strategies, much more advanced ways of 
sharing and managing knowledge are required. 
6.2.3 Knowledge Restructuring 
The survey showed also that about 63% of the participants have their work stored in 
unstructured and unorganized ways. Earlier findings in literature illustrated that about 
80% of organizational knowledge is in unstructured form. It thus seems that 
universities contribute substantially to that problem. 
The other problems the respondents faced with traditional arrangements were: 
l) Knowledge items are not usually stored in a logical order within directories. 
2) People do not know where to document what's relevant or are lazy to do so. 
3) Much of the knowledge material both on servers and hard drives is not indexed, 
therefore, searching for specific papers or unpublished work is tedious. 
Further enquiries through interviews on how people managed their work gave the 
following information: 
l) A few stored knowledge items m hierarchical structures usually in files and 
directories but often not sharable. 2). some stored knowledge according to date and or 
topics. 
3) Some stored knowledge in a manner that only their supervisors could share it but in 











Only 27% indicated they were unreservedly sharing their knowledge. 
Some of the answers given as to why people were not sharing are: 
I) simply because no one was asking them; even though, that could mean people did 
not know they had the knowledge. 2). There was no proper forum to do so 3). absence 
of proper tools to structure knowledge so that it can become easily sharable. 4). some 
gave privacy and security reasons as the only impediment to sharing. 5). 63% were 
willing to share knowledge with anyone, while 36% were eager but only with a class 
of people. 
The three first reasons go to prove that, in spite of the research group arrangements 
and other forums established for knowledge sharing, there seems still to be a very big 
gap between what students want and what they actually get. There was also a lack of 
well-defined ways of describing what is in the knowledge item before one can read all 
of its content. 
It was also interesting to know the kind of KMS students anticipated and the 
suggestions below were captured: 
1) 50% of the respondents could only embrace the software if it was quick to use. 
2) 8% were only interested if it was easy to use. 
3) Some suggested however, that they could only make use of the system if it was 
able to fit in with the way they did their work and with the software tools they were 
usmg. 
4) 33% would use the software any how as long as it would provide what they 
wanted. 
Usability and security are some of the issues raised by the interviewees. Even though 
these do not appear as critical success factors and in the knowledge audit trail, they 
are very important and should be considered. 
6.2.4 Audit Results Summary 
It has been observed that there is not much difference between the general KM 
problems the world is experiencing and what is faced by institutions of learning. This 











the availability of powerful computers and networks, there is still a lack of effective 
KM tools to leverage knowledge. It was learnt also that effective knowledge 
reorganization and representation strategies are vital to sustainable education KM. 
Some of the common problems research students experience are: difficulties to find 
relevant sources (such as books and articles), a feeling of isolation at times caused by 
lack of feedback, uncertainty about the direction of their efforts, and unwillingness to 
write up and or present their work without clear benefits. Time is wasted on poor 
ideas simply because these were not shared with those who know better. Even though 
research laboratories may host seminars and paper archives, students are often 
reluctant to utilise these. 
Other hindrances could however, be attributed to cultural issues such as the will to 
share and contribute. It is also clear that islands of knowledge exist in research group 
databases and websites but the absence of a coordinating system makes it difficult to 
discover them. Hence there is need for a well defined knowledge management system. 
6.3 KC organization 
The KC system is made up of four basic types of page. 
I. Introduction: pages that introduce the site and the institution 
II. Search: pages used for querying and searching content 
III. Browsing: pages used for navigating the content 
IV. Contribution: pages for contributing one's own writing and/or files 
The Introduction pages are: a "Getting Started" page (which briefly describes the site, 
its purpose and organization); a "Departments" page (which describes each of the 
main sections into which the institution is divided) and a "Subscriptions" page (which 
lists the sites from which RSS feeds are obtained). These pages are not intended for 
regular use, and are mainly targeted at newcomers. 
The search page permits searching all or part of the site, and also offers the ability to 











and should include the most useful online sites, bibliographies etc. for the institution). 
The Browsing pages include a File Manager page (which presents the hierarchy in 
which files uploaded to KC have been stored), a Bulletins page (which comprises 
notices from the editor); a PublishedItem page (items that are in the public domain are 
shown in reverse-chronological order here) and an Aggregator page (items from other 
sites in reverse-chronological order, each comprising a summary and link). 
There are two types of contribution page. The first is a Discussion page, with 
po stings arranged by topic or by contributor, where members can add new items to 
any discussion they are reading. The other is the Unpublished Work page, where any 
posting is composed and kept until its author chooses to publish it - to Published 
Items and/or the File Manager. 
Each page has the same format and layout which includes a navigation panel on the 
left. The Published Items and Discussion pages have a calendar in the top right comer. 
It is unnecessary to make Bulletins the home page since these are emailed to members 
anyway and should not change often. In fact, the home page is customizable, in that it 
can be the File manager, the Discussion or the Published Items page, depending on 
user preference. 
Regular users will mostly look at their (personalized) homepage, i.e. they will start 
with the discussions (to check the "hot topics"), the published postings (to see the 
latest items posted anywhere relevant), or the file manager (to retrieve something they 
have read or stored previously on this system). They will typically switch between 
these three main pages, reading and adding new contributions as the need arises. 
Thus the site can be seen mainly as a knowledge repository, where users save files in 
their own personal Directory folders arranged in simple visual hierarchies and check 
files saved there by others, or in specific subject categories. At the same time, it can 
be seen as a forum for sharing of personal ideas (discussions and po stings ) and of files 











6.4 KC object life cycle 
Th~ obj~cllifc cycle llcscribcs how creation and manipulation ofthc knowledge items 
proc~eds, 
Crca« Opt '"" 
Archive 
Restore 
Fi~nce l~: File (item) e~'cle 
\\'h~>f1 an ltL'Tll IS n~ated it bcwmes a work in pfOf,'fess. \Vork in-progress Can be 
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6.5 Object progress through KC 
The figure 17 below illustrates the different sides of KC and how objects such as files 












Numbers show how work items progress from private pages of the file manager to 
publication on the blog and externally. 
Given that the KMS straddles technology, psychology, inference, etc. it is necessary 
to keep a thorough definition of all primary items. The same metadata must be kept 
for all items on the same kind of page. 
6.6 Knowledge properties 
The measure of quality in an adaptive system is a continuous process. Based on this, a 











trends. With such knowledge, the system can be reorganised appropriately. The 
knowledge properties implemented in KC comprise both system metadata and user 
feedback measures. The system automatically collects the following metadata for 
each KC item (source, file, snippet/posting): author, entry date, number of reads, 
number of links to it. More metadata can optionally be added by members: topic, 
certainty value, originator (from whom the file was obtained) and reference. The 
editor is also able to enter the status (role or job) of each contributor, such as lecturer 
or student. Three types of quality feedback measure can be supplied: The usefulness 
of a knowledge item (snippet or file) is a Boolean scale where readers rate the object 
as either useful or not useful. The rating of an item is selected from a scale of 1 to 5 
(e.g. poor to excellent). Lastly, a comment is a textual note on the item, which is not 
interpreted by the system but which is used as a measure of interest in the item e.g. in 
identifying "hot topics". The system keeps a record of who gave the feedback as well. 
From these knowledge properties a number of additional quality measures can be 
derived. For example, the popularity of an item can be computed from the number of 
times it has been read, commented upon, rated or linked to; the quality of an item can 
be derived from certainty values, usefulness and rating values given to it; similar-
interest groups of people can be identified based on what they write, read, comment or 
rate; etc. 
6.7 Summary 
This chapter has discussed the main features of the prototype. These include KC 
organisation, the file object process as it moves in the system, and knowledge 












The Manila Content Management System 
Chapter seven discusses the Frontier database system. It then outlines how web pages 
can be easily developed using this data base. Manila software is introduced as a basis 
for the KMS development. A brief account of Frontier tables in the development of 
KC is also discussed. 
7.1 The Frontier Database System 
The Manila Content Management system [Fro] was used to build the prototype KMS. 
Manila uses the Frontier database system [Fro] as its back-end. In Frontier, 
everything is kept in tables, even scripts, which are pieces of code that interact and 
manipulate the database. Tables can be nested and are arranged in hierarchies. A brief 
account of the top-level tables is as given below: 
• Scratchpad: is a temporary storage area used for developmental work. 
• Suites: are related scripts and data that have a common purpose, for example RSS, 
or for receiving e-mails and storing them in the database. 
• System: keeps the agents that run in the background, system scripts, and template 
scripts that users can extend. Agents are useful for triggering important 
operations, for example (system.agents.schedulerMonitor) calls the scheduler, 
which manages scheduled tasks. 
• User: is where development of a specific system occurs. This table stores the 
scripts and data. The data is in fact stored independently of the script and if there 
are any changes in the structure of the script, the data remains intact. 
• The workspace: is designed for testing by developers but, unlike the scratchpad, 
can store work permanently. 
Every object must have a name, value (or content) and data type (kind), so all tables 
have three columns: Name, Value, Kind, as shown in figure 18. Their rows can be any 
mix of item kinds. To name but a few kinds, there are Boolean, character, number, 
float, date, direction, string, enumerator, file specifier, alias, object specifier, address, 











Managing XML·'tlUctureumfonllalion in Frontier IS easy. A seripllhat would read an 
XML file, compile it into a databa,e SITlICturc and thm open it in a new window is 
shown below: 
l_ocal (f ~" (':\\xmllk1n\\myKnowlcdg~.xmr') 
Local (adltable-
@"xml. item_myKIl<Jwledgc,lableSITucturc) 
xmLeompile (file.readWboleFile (f) , adnable) 
edit (adrtable) 
IfmyKnowleuge_xml "ontameu:1 
<~XML VERSIO)\- "1.U'''!: · 
<myKnowledge uscmmnc-" Victor Katoma"> 
<resear~h> K\ IS<'researeh> 
<intL"-~'I>-t1 uahl y measurc</intcrest> 
< adurc,s>wom 30(}<,iaddress> 
<uni, =11 v> L CT</uniYersity> 
</myKnowledge> 
lhm ItS wmcm would appear in the Frontier table as sl"x>wn below: 
~ >mvKnowled"e :i lIem, e , 
>hllt~ 1 item I Table 
>u'emame Vidor Kalmna String 
>research KMS String[3] 
>interesl' Quality String[7] 
>aduress Room 3()() String(8] 
>uni,~rsit\' ];CT SIring( 3] 
Figur. 18: XML in Frontior 
TIle language used in Frontier scripts is called l,;sedalk [FlU]. Here, any objeLt can 
have a value of any Iype regardl ess 01 what it initially had (not slTOngly lypeu 











oomplcx bUI well structured progr:un can be achieved. To ac~~ss an "bjed, oTIC has to 
specify the full path. c_g, : (@["C:\\ApplJealion,\IFrolllicr\\GucslDalabascs\.\apps\\ 
namcOfitem.root"].nmneOti/<lITl.re'pondl. In shon one ~an write C1'Ifi.KC.msg. Such 
referencing of obj ~cts dlscourages ~hangillg o! !ohlcr nameS or the database location 
on the disk . 
7.2 iJew:ioping web pUKes 
Milnilil is built on top of Frontier as an interacti,e tool for website management. For 
the u,er, it enllbl~, th~ usc 01- WYSj\""YG tor simple tasks and directives 'uch as 
sending e-mails and 'ynulcation instead 01- having to write llTML. On the devdoper's 
side, mor~ C<\mple~ HTML amI Ja\a scripts can then. via the #preis m~nu that l ink> 
~hUlilll and Fr<~ltier, rn, added to these \.a\'cd pages. 
\v~h pag~' can be developed rapid ly simply by using the index object In the iigure 
helow, one simply creates the kmrcscarch tab le ",nd~r the mot tab le_ The kmrcscarch 
tahle woukl eontam the index object as ,how in fib'Ure 1')_ 











nm gn"" (he new page the index value and a plain window th~n comes "p. as it 
w(ll1ld appear in the browser, Sub<equently, the HTML mde gen.,,-a(ed is sh",_n 
hdow: 
Figure 1(1: h[[nl ~""'r'lion 
To ""Tite something in the page, the index ha< 10 he optmcd Ii" (he page thm has ocm 
created and the te~t included a8 ,hown below: 











:lo , .. n .... " ,. , "'" ." ,," ... " •• ,' • ,p"" • _ ... ... 
'j >w., " ","m', ,11 ,',.r n,'A,'; comp .'." 'oc,.I1-, ~ . .... pl. Sl~l.n" eOfi ."uv a,e ... them " hey.,., 'or 
'n'"~,,' cm. , ",,,i,~, 
Figun 22: r."Mred I'a~,' 
To customi7" pages, OllC uws the con"dion of I'eaturcs as shown in fi gure 23, Some 
of these are '''I)' simpk filT cxampk, to alter thc background colour, the #prets 
featur" " ,d"ct~d and thl'n in the slot "bgcolor" one simply types in li, r <,xampl~ 
"white" (Ff()nti~r tmnslatcs to hcx lor you), Others involve using ma~ros, e,g 
( imag~R"f C",omcpic")) or iimagcRcI" ("somcpic", hspace:2, border:2, width:1 OO)} 
in vokes the Frontier macro that generatcs a relativc link to one's imag<, ill the 
" som~plc" Ii i", 
.. . ~ o 
,,~"' 











Everything that is needed to configure the page is in the list above. 
"Template" is used to provide a default look to all the pages (for an example, giving 
borders, or referencing the {clock.now O} macro to show the date and time). 
The #renderOutlineWith feature for example is used to create structured text, as 
distinct from one long piece of writing: one selects from a number of predefined text-
structuring styles using the #renderOutlineWith directive. One can choose a 
predefined style that employs white space, font size, bolding, indentation and so on, 
making headings and subheadings more readily apparent. 
To create links to other pages, one simply gives the page title in quotes within the text 
for an example, "Bulletins". External pages one would like to link to frequently can 
be entered in the Glossary and then subsequently referred to in the same way. The 
nextPrevs facility allows one to drag pages (by their arrowhead icon) into the correct 
order and then Frontier's linkPrev and linkNext macros automatically direct the 
browser accordingly. 
System development normally occurs on local drives. There are many ways of 
publishing to the server but the easiest is to publish to files and then manually publish 
these files to the server. 
7.3 Manila's built-in macros 
While scripts are used in Frontier, macros are used in Manila. The main work of 
macros is inserting text in the web page and returning a value. A macro of the form 
"{metaDataMacros.query(metaname,metavalue)}" would for example let one get a 











Table 3 shows Manila's built-in macros. 
illm base64 basic betty bit cliI2board clock 
coercion com core date db dialog dll 
editMenu eXI20rt fatPages file fileMenu Finder Frontier 
html inetd kb kelliords launch }Qg macros 
mainResI20nder menu mlSC mouse objectModel QQ oI2erators 
osa I2eoI2le I2i£! I20int guickTime re rectangle 
reguired rez rootUI2dates scheduler scriI2t search searchEngine 
semaI2hore soaI2 sI2eaker stack string ill table 
target 192 thread ubase webBrowser web Server window 
winRegist[y winShell .'!Y:I2 xml 
Table 3: Manila built in macros 
The list of verbs for just the dialog macro is as shown below: 
• dialog.alert - Display an alert dialog. 
• dialog. ask - Get input from the user via dialog box. 
• dialog. confirm - Display a confirmation dialog. 
• dialog.fileInfo - Display a file information dialog. 
• dialog. getlnt - Get an integer from the user via dialog. 
• dialog.setItemEnable - Enable or disable a dialog item. 
• dialog.showItem - Show an item in a dialog. 
• dialog.threeWay - Display a dialog with three buttons. 
• dialog.twoWay - Display a dialog with two buttons. 











• dialog.yesNoCancel - Display a Yes/No/Cancel dialog. 
7.4 Manila as a basis/or KMS development 
Frontier communicates over TCP/IP. For example, it can act as a client and can 
communicate with the FTP server to upload a file and with the HTTP server to check 
whether links are binding. Unlike some content management systems, Manila uses 
remote procedure calls (RPC) and simple object access protocol (SOAP), and is 
therefore compatible with most of the internet protocols. This makes it an effective 
distributed management system, appropriate for knowledge management. This 
database is however unreservedly open giving access and configuration rights to 
almost anything including system objects. The idea is to give the developer freedom 
to exploit the full potentials of its functionalities. This means, all the variables in 
scripts must be declared as local otherwise system variables may be inadvertently 
changed. As an object database, Frontier has high performance and uses less 
memory. This is because objects only occupy memory when they are needed. 
When KC was extended to capture Dublin Core [KWOI] metadata, and the query 
facility was extended to incorporate this, this was easily achieved because Manila 
provides for RDF generation automatically. While the semantic weblog can be a good 
product of the Frontier/Manila software because of easy web publishing, the Frontier 
database system goes way beyond this. It is a powerful and independent database 
system that can be used for storage of notes, electronic mail massages, organised 
outlines of electronic mail accounts and records of user on a local area network, 
outlines of projects and reminders about appointments, all important to knowledge 
management. 
7.5 Frontier tables used in the prototype KMS 
The main Frontier tables that are used in the KC prototype are: 
Navigator: Stores the site structure, having (URI, author, type) 
Bulletin: Stores all the bulletins sent out and it has (bulletin text, date, author) 
Filer: Stores all the files and has (author, date, type of file, size, title) 












Aggregator: Stores all collected knowledge items from different sources and has 
(URI or source, date, title, topic, author) 
Stats: Stores the statistics that can be used for inference and has (numberOfHits, 
topic, author, date, URI or source) 
Metadata: These tables store all metadata in the system: name, status (e.g. lecturer) 
and standing (expertise level) of sources; author, URI, topic, sub-topic and certainty 
value of snippets and files; comments, usefulness values and ratings along with the 
reviewer name; originator (person from whom a file was obtained); etc. 
MetaSearch: Indicates which metadata can be used in the Search page specifically; 
its entries are author, topic, sub-topic, body, publisher, date, title, originator, etc. 
Published Page: Stores information about the Published Items page and has (author, 
URI, quality, topic, title, status, standing) 
7.6 Summary 
This chapter has described the system used to build the prototype. Clearly, this makes 
system development easy and quick yet achieves complicated functionality, an added 












Statistical Analysis in KC 
This chapter discusses statistical analysis and its use to improve KC. It demonstrates 
how R statistical software is used in the application of MLE in KC (inference). A 
multivariate analysis is also provided to compare statistical values and some visual 
outputs described and analysed. 
8.1 Improving KC using knowledge properties 
The knowledge properties of primary objects can be used to evaluate and improve the 
KMS. Recall that these comprise metadata (author, date, number of reads, number of 
links to the item, certainty values, topic, originator and status such as "lecturer"); user 
feedback (usefulness indicators, ratings, comments); and derived estimates of quality 
(based on status, usefulness, ratings, certainty), of popularity (based on number of 
reads, links, comments, ratings) and of similar-interest groups. 
To optimise the use of KC, simple inference is used. The idea is to have a system that 
is flexible and adaptable. Knowledge properties extracted from KC are input to a 
Maximum Likelihood Estimator [R FSC05] in order to estimate the population mean, 
median, minimum, maximum and quartile value. The results can then be used in KC 
as follows: 
1. displaying Icons alongside an item to represent any of its knowledge 
properties, or its derived quality or popularity 
2. re-ordering lists based on quality or popularity 
3. explicitly showing derived similar-interest groups and their members 
4. explicitly showing the most highly-rated items and the most popular items 
5. showing the overall quality/popularity of the entire KMS, or of any of its 
pages or discussion topics, so as to monitor how this changes over time. 
Most of the KC pages can benefit from these automated improvements. Items on any 
of the contribution pages can be re-ordered by quality or popularity. This can also be 











The next section first shows how MLE is used to derive statistics for the population 
based on sample data. 
8.2 Using Rfor MLE 
Quality measures and quality control are centred on the use of maximum likelihood 
estimation over a data set. The significance of using MLE in KM is to have: 
I) the ability to identify knowledge points of convergence/concentration. These are 
data points with maximum expectation of occurrence. 
II) ability to find and to show information clusters and trends. 
III) ability to learn and adapt by, for example placing the data with high likelihood of 
being good quality on top of a page. 
KC is integrated with the R statistical analysis package [FSC05] so that MLE can be 
applied to the knowledge property values, as show in figure 24 below. 
R Program 
Library files 
KC XML Input data obj eet R 
T ranslatoriF ormatter Results. graphs and values 
Figure 24: R software 











These are the specifications such as data file, output file, data specification, the model 




TITLE = ...... .. 









Figure 25: R MLE Model 
8.3 Using MLE in KC 
MLE can be applied in different ways according to the complexity of the desired 
results. Here, three examples are given, two of them based on normal distributions, 
one on binomial. The names of contributors (participants) in the tables are abbreviated 
for convenience. 
Example I - normal distribution 
Students 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Contribution Probabilities 0.11 0.14 0.10 0.22 0.08 0.25 0.07 0.03 
Names V 8 S M K 0 N w 
Status Student Student Student Student Student Student Student Student 
Table 4: contribution frequency 
The data in table 4 was captured from one of the contributions pages. This was to 
determine the contribution frequency over a given topic. The number of contributions 











topic contributed by him/her). 
Histogram of probabilities 
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Figure 26: contribution bar graph produced by R 
0.20 0.25 
Figure 26 is the graphical representation of the data in R, suggesting a normal 
distribution. To check the distribution, we use the input below: 
> h<-hist(x.norm,breaks= 15) 
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Figure 17: . 'iliinK a nmm.1 di"ribulion graph 10 ,ample d.la in R. 
Figure 27 shows the outpllt o f how a normal distribution ",,-aph IS filled to the data in 
R. R ga\e th~ j"llowing result,: 
summary( prohabilltie,) 
\1in. 1st Qu. 
o,moo 0.0775 0.1050 










From the aoo'-e values, it can be rledueed that, the average 01' most likely possibility 
of contributing is 0_125 and the lowest O_OJ _ Th~ high val ue for the mean implie' that 
th~ 8 pal1i~ipant' were Lontrihutlllg tqually to thi, tOPiC. indicating that tht topic i, of 
wide, general illlLTeSI. SllCh topic, can alltomatieally he placed on top in the list of 
topics On KC. 
Example 2-Normal d,stribution 
Figure 28 displaY' the numher of read, an item gel>, nonnallzcd to values hctWL'<.-." 0 
and 1, These value, are of illlerest in evaluating a topic or a primar~ obje~l. In this 
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Fi~ur< 28: 'ILl': for item road, 
> summary(r~ ~J,) 
M111_ lsI Qu. Mcdian 
0_004902 0.021140 0040440 
--.--~ - ------




From thc rcsu lts abo\c. the average proportion or r~aJ, lS 4_2%" thc minimum 0.5% 
amI hl gh~st around 11.6"0, Iflherc are many items. this Ind i ~al~s a hi~h likelihood that 
pcopk will read a contribution from tbis person. and the site can be adj usted to takc 
advant~ge or this_ A simllar computation for ~ specific discussion topi~ ~all inJicate 
Its populari ty; and If the m~an is low. it can be Jcdu~cJ that th~ lopic was not very 
relevant , sO thc KMS c ~ n mo,-e th is to the end orthe lopi~ list 
Example 3 - binomial distribution 
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Example 3 contains data obtained from assessments of students' research proposals, 
which were judged as useful or not useful. An analysis on the usefulness of content 
was done and the following were the results 
summary( usefulness) 
Min. 1st Qu. 
0.0000 0.0000 
> sd( usefulness) 
Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max. 
1.0000 0.6667 1.0000 1.0000 
[1] 0.4815434 




Since the value of content is either useful (1) or not useful (0), the data follows a 
binomial PDF naturally. MLE for the mean was 0.66666667. If a threshold point was 
0.5% which is normally the case, then it can be noted that 67% would be a good 
result, so in this example it indicates that those evaluating the proposals found them a 
useful collection, which can be indicated on the KMS with a usefulness icon showing 
about 2/3 i.e. well above average. The median being 1 also shows that most proposals 
are useful. When similar analysis is done for a topic or for the set of contributions 
from a specific source, results can be used to highlight particularly useful ones or to 
re-order material, etc. 
One advantage of MLE is that, apart from seeking to optimise the quality measure of 
knowledge which is the ultimate goal, the intermediate steps and results (through the 
use of libraries and run specifications) can be used for inference to reorganise the 
system. These include the mean, standard deviations, maximum and minimum values 
and inter-quartile ranges. In this way, MLE can in fact be seen to deal mostly with 
value and state of knowledge and value and state of KM as a whole. 
Apart from the mean value that is generated by MLE, the other values can also be 











clear that items (from this source or on this topic / page / KMS) will be read by most 
people; if the first quartile value for usefulness is 1 it is clear that most items (of this 
source/topic/page) are useful; if the median over all ratings (of a source/topic/page) is 
high then the majority of those items are good quality, etc. When such values are 
higher or lower than a threshold value, the KMS can automatically annotate the 
corresponding object (source/topic/etc.) with an appropriate icon, and/or move it to a 
more (or less) prominent position on the site. 
8.4 Multivariate analysis 
Table 6 below shows sample values extracted from KC pages. An analysis was 
carried out showing how knowledge properties could be used to deduce meaningful 
results for KM. 
Snippet represents the item considered, date is the day the item was posted, reads is 
the number of times the item was opened, author is the initial of the contributor and 
status distinguishes lecturers (1) and students (2). Usefulness is the Boolean value of 1 
if the item is useful or 0 otherwise. Rating(ranking) is a measure chosen from a scale 
of 1 to 5, with 1 being worst and 5 being best. 
Data Input: 
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For each of the di stributions from the sample data . .'viLE can be computed by taking 
some of the va lues such as th" m"an as initial estimal"s. 
Summaries 
\-lin I I ~ Qu Median \kan ! .1 Qo r.lax , 
>summary( U~dulness } 0.0000 I 0.0000 1.0000 O.h667 1.0000 1.0000 
>summary(Rating} L0000 2.0000 3.0000 2.S15 4J)()() 5. f)){) , 
-- ; ----, ._--- - .• . 
>summnry(R"n<i.s} 4,00 l.'i 7.'i 33.00 33.88 49. 50 70.00 











From table 12, the u~cfulne~s of the itcm~ was above average Ivith mean value of 
0,6667. TIlis me3ns that, the contribution., Were I'cry relevant to the point of 
discussion, Even i r the content was relevant. the rating in certain eascs was very' p<XJr, 
-nle mean was about 2)175, indicating that most of the items were ranked a\'erage, 
This suggests that participants h,ne useful ideas to contribute but that these ideas 
could have bem prescnted bctter. This shows that usefulncss and rating are dilTerent 
indicators and it is good to k""p hoth kno" ledge pru(X:rties, 
> Om 
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T.bte 8, I'to<ing of i!elH Oil rotillg «al. 
In the above example ratings were done by the lecturer, but in the future it is hoped 
that participants " 'ould have to evaluate items and rate them, This can easily be don~ 
hy th" UM: oflh" ,oting page as shown in tigur~ 45 in th~ app.;ndix, 
On number of reads, the minimum was 4 and the highest 70. This shows that there is a 
cons,dembl" mnge, and 00 a list of most-rerul items is valuable, The status av~rage of 











look at bringing more lecturers on (he system 
8.S Visual knowledge measures for KC 
In ~ddition 10 tll<' st~tistica l results obtailled from MLt:. It is also used to genente 
visuals th~t can show how successful the different primary objects in the KMS are. 
rabIes. boxplots and cluster diagrams are generated for KC. some examples of which 
are shown here_ 
Tahl ~ 9 ~how~ th~ numb<er oJ useful snippets and the num!:>er that are not. 1Il this cas~ 
16 were and 8 were not. The data came from one topic on the discussion page. 
showing this discussion was f~irly useful but not very . 
... table(analyslsSusefulness) 
o (not useful) \(usefu\ items) 
T.bt.9: Il •• fuln ... of it~m' on"~ di.cu"ion topi< 
Table 10 helow shows the initi als of participants, the nlUlllx'l" of it~'!ns they 
contrihuted that were useful and the flltlll!x,'l" that w~'1"C not. This shows almost 
ev~'!"yone made some useful contribmion{s), but those who cOlllributed many items 
were not alwavs useful. 
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The boxplot below (figure 29) show~ the spread of ralings agam;;l numhn ofrcacb_ 
lloxplot( reads( y·axis), -rating(x-axis)) 
This shows clearly in a visual way lhm hiShly rakll ](ems Qre read mOre ofkn 
(minimwn just below 20 reads) and lhat the a"naSc numher of rcads increu,,,, as th" 
rating increa,e,. 
:> dotchart(rcads(x -axis ).aulhor(y-u>.,,)) 
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Figur~ 30 ,lum·s the dot chart gOw>n~rat~d filr numh~r of reads pL'f smppd, and tigl1re 
J 1 shows th~ rating ohtmn~d by these ,arne smppd'_ The two diagrams are v~>J)' 
dill"rent. ,ho,,'mg that numh<w>r ol'reads and rating., are two very diller<->nt knowledge 
propertles . Figure 31 aho shows that more recent items hmaller snipp"l no.s) have 
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FiSlLITS 32 and 33 helo" sho", some of the pages generated From stati st] ~s of KC 
usage. 
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ri~un' .1.1: hourly hit' 
FlgUrc 33 ,hows th" numher of hit> on snippets on the discussion page. These can he 
used 10 ~h~~k whm p""pk us~ th" S}S1t.~ll '" that annOllncements (or Bulletins) can 
I"r llXampk h<; madc at that lim~ 
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8.6 SummtlY)' 
.. 
Chapter ~ has discussed ho\\ 1>1LE can be used 10 make m!Crell<;CS has..:d On 
knowledge values. TIlrough this, it is pwsihlc 10 ..:valual": knowkdgc ()hj~ds ami 













This chapter discusses the evaluations of KC. The first evaluation examined the 
usefulness of the system to MSc students and the second was concerned with 
usability. Both evaluations were accompanied with comments and suggestions from 
participants. 
9.1 Initial Evaluation 
After the initial audit, a second questionnaire aimed at getting feedback from the 
usage of KC and to follow up on some of the issues that arose in the audit. This 
questionnaire (See Appendix C) was completed by MSc students who used the system 
for their research module component. 
Respondent Usefulness Usefulness Clarity Style Encourages Navigability Use KC 
No of search of search and of file Sharing in future 
criteria links simplicity storage 
1 Not useful Very Very Better Yes Better Maybe 
useful clear 
2 Not useful Very Very The Yes Good If faster 
useful clear same 
3 Very Very Very Better Yes Good Yes 
useful useful clear definitely 
4 Not useful Very Very Better Yes Better Yes 
useful clear definitely 
5 Quite Very Clear Not Yes Good Yes 
useful useful used definitely 
6 Useful Very Very Not Yes Good Yes 
useful clear used definitely 
Table 11: Results from the survey of KC usage 
Based on the results in table 11, the evaluation was satisfactory. It became clear that 
most of the issues raised in the audit were appropriately addressed. In addition some 
usability issues were raised. 











1. Metadata query and search are good but only when applicable; for example 
search by author requires knowledge of the author's name. 
2. Deployment strategies were a major concern. The system would work well if 
hosted on powerful servers and with high bandwidth. This is a big problem 
especially in Africa. 
3. The search techniques were useful and helped reduced the usually voluminous 
information quantities that traditional search methods would produce. Precision 
was also enhanced especially when the searches are based on metadata. 
4. Knowing exactly what users need takes time, and a clear understanding of how 
they adapt to new systems comes with experience. Therefore, if trends of needs 
are not established, even a system that seems to deal with current problems 
effectively can become useless over time because knowledge needs change in 
subtle ways. 
Drawbacks: 
l. Users would like to precisely get what they look for from the search and 
therefore enough information should be captured by the system [Respondents 
(1), (4), (2)]. It however takes time to capture quality material. This could only 
be fulfilled over time as knowledge material accumulates. 
2. The system could not do well on some browsers such as Mozilla Firefox. 
[Respondent (1)]. RSS/RDF is not compatible with some browsers (especially 
the old versions of internet explorer) 
3. Users would prefer some graphics to make the site a bit more attractive and 
navigable. [Respondent (2) and (5)] 
9.2 Follow-Up Evaluation 
A second evaluation (by use of a third questionnaire) was conducted focussing on 
usability. Participants were drawn from honours and third year students from 
Computer Science at the University of Cape Town. The students were directed to use 











The questionnaire is attached in appendix D (96). 
Section 1 Question Respondent I Respondent 2 Respondent 3 Respondent 4 Respondent 5 Key 
Was storage using directories easy 1 1 2 1 2 2 
was searching items in the directories easy 2 2 1 2 1 1 1. Strongly 
Was browsing of the system easy with folders 3 2 1 2 1 1 Agree 
2. Agree 
Do you think storage was Robustness 4 2 1 3 1 2 
3. Not sure 




Was the system structured good enough for KM 6 1 2 1 3 2 
Section 2 Question 
Are links easy to follow 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Is ranking of Items Helpful 2 2 4 2 1 3 
Section 3 Evaluation of the system Question 
Did you find the system as a whole easy to use 1 1 2 I I 2 
Was it easy to get expected items 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Was it easy to add items 3 I 3 1 2 1 
Was the system helpful for KM 4 I 1 1 I 1 
Would you use the system in future 5 1 1 2 2 1 












• Storing of files in hierarchical directories made it easy to browse and share 
knowledge resources. Knowledge items should however, be classified 
according to the users needs. This may need time and further experimentation 
to understand how users may want their items stored. Some users for example, 
indicated that items should be classified according to concepts. For an 
example a paper discussing measure in KM can be stored under measure "as a 
concept" within KM, instead of directly in the KM "as a topic" directory 
(Partitioning refinement). 
• Grouping of items in different categories (segmentation) works very well for 
bulky storage as it focuses users to the targeted knowledge items. Description 
of knowledge items must also be more explicit. 
• Storage strategies are the very core elements of systems that are intended for 
sharing and managing information and knowledge. Therefore, rights of access 
to files should be clearly noted. 
• It was very easy to query items and metadata was very helpful especially that 
the system is meant for postgraduate students who would take less time to 
understand it. 
• Rating/ranking of items can be very useful and can be a good motivator for 
contribution. 
• By providing different search options on the search page, it was easy to find 
items. 
• The system was very easy to navigate and simple to follow. 






I did not conduct extensive or complicated queries, so I am not sure whether huge 
volumes would be easily handled or if spelling errors are handled well. 
Rating was helpful but this is assuming all members of the group are rating 
honestly and that no repetitive rating happens and that system failures don't 
adversely affect the rating. 
It could be more useful if one can query over a specific group. 
It could be helpful to display file types (for example PDF) on the directories. 











suggestions of the correct word or expression. 
• The introductory page is very clear and simple but it needs a well structured 
layout to be more presentable. 
• The number of times an item was read or opened may not reflect the true quality 
of the item as people may open an item only because of the attractiveness of the 
title and not content. Voting over an item is therefore a more concrete way to 
measure quality. 
• Some tasks such as query may need a bit of tutorials especially for new users. 
• Directory names should be much more meaningful 
• Spelling mistakes can make search hard on the search and query page but this is 
not a problem as many search methods are available on the system. 
• Rating would be better if measured by relevance to one's interests. Lots of things 
should be taken into consideration when rating. For an example rating by concept 
or idea. 
• Search is the heart of the system and should be improved repeatedly 
• 
• 
Even though searching by metadata such as the author's name can be accurate, 
one has to understand metadata vocabulary. 
Even though the rating of items can help value knowledge items, it does not 
necessarily reflect the true value of the content. 
9.3 Summary 
The KC prototype was evaluated in two separate experiments involving different 
groups of users. The first experiment focussed on functionality and the second on 
usability. In the first evaluation, students from a Masters course that had used KC 
when writing their research proposals, were questioned to see whether it had 
addressed issues raised earlier by postgraduates regarding their knowledge 
management needs. The second evaluation assessed the design ofKC and particularly 
its use of knowledge properties to obtain feedback and to measure quality. Results 
indicate that the system is useful and meets the needs identified in the original 
knowledge audit. 











• It can be deduced that an effective storage strategy is of prime importance to KM. 
In order to attract people to share/contribute knowledge, the directory structure 
should over time be configured according to users needs. For example, items 
within the folders can be arranged alphabetically by topic. 
• Rating/Ranking of items may not always determine the true value of an item. It 
should therefore be important to vote or else have the editor/s review the quality 
of the item content and rank them accordingly. During this evaluation, there was 
no voting because participants were not part of the Research Methods class. 
• Because of the different views and needs, usability evaluation should be done on a 
regular basis and the system improved. From this evaluation, it was clear that the 
interface needed some improvement. 
• Partitioning of knowledge items is a vast task and of practical importance to KM. 
Hierarchical directory structures provide a good basis for classification of 
knowledge items as observed in the first evaluation as well. Refining partitioning 
makes it even more accurate. However, studies have shown that more refinement 











10.1 Thesis Summary 
Chapter 10 
Conclusion 
This study was aimed at providing a framework for developing a knowledge 
management system and to develop a prototype based on this. To achieve that, a 
knowledge audit was done and from the requirements raised, a semantic weblog was 
proposed to be the underlying technology. A prototype was built through Frontier and 
the Manila weblog publishing tool kit, focusing specifically on research training. The 
prototype was mostly based on metadata harnessing (RDF) with an extended notion of 
quality measure. The system was easy to access and use and it offered value through 
quality measures and inference. From the inference and measures obtained, the site 
could easily be evaluated and subsequently improved. The prototype was evaluated 
twice. Firstly "for relevance and effectiveness" by Masters students and secondly, "for 
usability" by honours students. Both of these evaluations were successful and the 
system improved accordingly. 
10.2 Conclusion 
The study has demonstrated that a knowledge management system (KMS) based on 
good KM structures and concepts ( knowledge auditing, epistemology and need for 
knowledge measures) is plausible. Firstly, it has been observed that knowledge 
artefacts should be selected carefully and linked to grounded philosophical and 
mathematical theories for effective interpretation. To the theoretical basis, practical 
knowledge dimensions viz. storage, usage, sharing and dispersal should be gradually 
introduced. This study has proposed the use of sigma algebras to rigorously establish 
the process-oriented (usage) side of KM. Subsequently, the models of MLE were 
applied, allowing knowledge to be interpreted and presented in an effective manner. 
This research has illustrated how the use of semantic weblogs can provide adequate 
structures and extensions for capturing metadata used in search and inference. In line 











concepts, the Frontier object database proved to be very effective. From observation it 
was becoming apparent that since knowledge concepts are highly divergent, the most 
appropriate properties need to be chosen which can also be used in computations. In 
the prototype, the R statistical software also fitted well with the rest of the system. 
A KM that is coupled with appropriate incentives to use it wisely should be part of 
research students training. Letting MSc students who were in actual fact doing a 
research module use the system, provided the empirical experience and data in the 
study. To make it quick and easy to use, a semantic weblog is the best basis for such a 
system. To deliver added value that makes it worthwhile, knowledge quality 
measures, inference and self-adaptation are advocated. This research has presented a 
framework for constructing such a knowledge management system. It also described 
KC, a prototype implementation of this framework for research training of post-
graduate students. 
A KMS in which students contribute papers they have read or written, post snippets 
discussing their problems or ideas, and comment critically on items, ensures that 
important research skills are learnt in a non-threatening environment. The users found 
KC easy to use and all agreed that it encouraged knowledge sharing; while all but one 
were certain that they would continue to use the system in future. Some user 
comments noted that there was a lack of suitable sites to syndicate to, and that 
response time for remote users indicate that more powerful servers and greater 
bandwidth are needed. These aspects require more attention, and future work should 
also evaluate the inference and adaptive system more thoroughly once the system has 
been in use long enough. This study has provided a framework that is generic in 
nature. The idea here has been that, since sigma algebras are derived from information 
sets and provide entry to probability computations, they are worthwhile considering in 
KM. They are simple but sufficiently concrete to provide knowledge measuring. 
10.3 Future work 
Not all browsers support RSS/RDF and low bandwidths can be a problem especially 











respond which is often a cause for low user motivation. Since the system was not used 
extensively, some participants suggested inference on KC pages could not be done 
because there was too little data. Once the system has been in use long enough more 
meaningful evaluations could be done. As an example, with time the estimates 
obtained from initial usage could be used as starting values in more complex MLE. 
Many ideas for measure and adaptation can be explored, for instance the use of 
estimators other than MLE, such as Markov Models (model with time series). Such 
models could be helpful in monitoring knowledge needs and changes against 
continuous or discreet time. Another prototype can be developed to evaluate the 
framework in a different context such as business, medical or military. Future work 
can also consider a rigorous foundation for KMS based on knowledge measures and 
knowledge properties. Using metadata and user feedback as additional knowledge 
properties can be investigated further to find new ways of making inferences and 
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Appendix A (96): Audit Questionnaire 
We are conducting a survey on Knowledge Management and we would definitely appreciate your 
contribution towards this exercise by answering the following few questions. Please feel free to discuss 
any relevant information pertaining to Knowledge Management. 
1. How do you reach the knowledge material in your course/research or reading? 
a)Bye-mail 
b) Searching the Web 
c) Books and lor other paper based Publication 
d)Other ways, please explain. 
2. For each of the above sources you picked in question one (0 1), is there any problem or 
difficulties you encounter in the process of seeking the Knowledge material? 
a) yes 
b) No 
If yes, please explain 
3. For each of the above sources in question one (0 1) do you feel there should be a better way 




Any ideas of how these could be addressed? 
4. Are you satisfied that you are reading what you need/want 
a) yes no problem 
b) partially 
c) just a bit 
d) Not at all 














6. If the answer to 5 is yes, explain how this works? 
7. If the answer to question 5 is No, then what do you think are some of the reasons? 
8. Knowledge Management encourages sharing of informationlKnowledge just like on the Web 
and as such there is a need to contribute. 
How do you store your data/information and knowledge? Is it in a structured way or not? 
a) Yes 
b) No 
If Yes then how? 
If Not, then why Not? 
9. Do you feel your knowledge is shared with others who are in need? 
a) Yes 
b) No 
If No, please explain why, if yes explain how? 
10. Who would you be happy to share your knowledge with? 
a) Anyone 
b) Only people you trust 
c) Only some items 
d) No-one. Explain why 
11. If you had a software tool to structure and manage your knowledge items (doc, 
pdf, own notes, summaries etc), would you use it? 
a) Yes definitely 
b) Only if it is quick to enter and retrieve knowledge 
c) Only if it would be easier to find relevant knowledge items 
d) Definitely not 











Other criteria. Please explain 
12. In a knowledge base, which of the following do you think would be 
practical and useful communities for sharing knowledge ( Tick any number of 
answers) 
a. Anyone with interest 
b. People in the same department/research group 
c. Students doing research in same field 
d. Academics/professors in the same field 
e. Research groups in the same field 
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Appendix C (96): Evaluation questionnaire for MSc. students 
Please answer the following questions by marking an X in the square bracket (e.g.[X] ) 
besides the answer of your choice and where necessary giving a brief explanation: 
1. In our earlier survey, we found out that, about 100% of the MSc students doing 
research or course work have problems in finding relevant knowledge material. 
How useful is our Search and Query page for finding relevant information? 
(a) Very useful [ ] 
(b) Quite useful [ ] 
(c) Not useful at all [ ] 
If you have any suggestions of what can be done to improve on the Search and 
Query page, please explain 
2. At the bottom of the search query page, there are links to databases and 
computer science search engines. More links would be added as long as we 





3. Can you please comment on the usability (Clarity, simplicity and navigability) of 
the search query page as compared to others you have used? 
4. Does the File Manager on the home page make storage and search for knowledge 
material easier for you compared to other ways of filing information? 
a) Yes, this File Manager is better [ ] 
b) About the same [ ] 
c) No, this File Manager is not as useful [ ] 











We want to promote data and knowledge sharing through the open folders in our 
file system. You can make contributions in any of the specified fields on the 
folders where your friends can have access but can not interfere with your 
knowledge. 
Do you think this would encourage people to share knowledge? 
a) Yes [ ] 
b) No [ ] 
Explain ........ . 
5. Does KC navigation links guide you well to knowledge material as compared to 
some of the knowledge systems you could have used on the web? Please explain 
some of the things that were interesting and those that were not 
6. Which part of our system did you like best, and why? 
7. Which part of our system did you like the least, and why? 
8 Would you use this system when doing research in future? 
(a) Yes, definitely [ ] 
(b) Yes, but only if it was faster 
(c) Maybe 
(d) No, because it is too slow 
(e) No, because I do not like using it 











Appendix D (96): Usability Questionnaire 
Circle the statement that best fits your view ofthe system. 
TASK 1. 
a) Create a file named "storage" and save it on the desktop. Go to the home page and save this file in 
the folder that bears your name in the honours folder. 
b) Go to the root folder. From there, find the folder called Ontologies. Open the file in there called 
semantics and save it in the folder named "AI". 
c) Browse through the folders and complete the following: 
1. Does this storage strategy make file managing easy? 
Why? 
Folders are very easy for storing files? 
1. very easy 
2. easy 
3. fairly easy 
4. very hard 
5. not useful 
F alders are very easy for finding files? 
1. very easy 
2. easy 
3. fairly easy 
4. very hard 
5. not useful 
Folders are very helpful for browsing the system 
1. very helpful 
2. helpful 
3. fairly helpful 
4. not sure 











II. Huge volumes of files can easily be handled by this strategy. 
I. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. not sure 
4. disagree 
5. strongly disagree 
It takes less time to get the files and removes errors in searches that are based on keywords, such as 
spelling mistakes and poor combination of search sentences. 
I. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. not sure 
4. disagree 
5. strongly disagree 
Please comment. 
III. Does this provide a good structured way of storing and accessing files? 
I. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. not sure 
4. disagree 
5. strongly disagree 
Any other comments about this page? 
TASK 2. 
Go to the Getting Started page. Familiarise yourself with this page. 











The links are easy to follow? 
1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. not sure 
4. disagree 
5. strongly disagree 
II. On this page, open the Statistics page and open any items that were read yesterday. Then open the 
item that has been read the most. 
Does rating help in assessing the quality of knowledge items? Why? 
Rating of items helps value knowledge 
1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. not sure 
4. disagree 
5. strongly disagree 
Any further suggestion and lor comment on this page? 
TASK 3. 
Create a new discussion topic and enter any sentence on this topic, then Go to the "Search and Query 
page". 
I. Search for the item you just created by using metadata such as topic or your name. 
Do you find the query and search page helpful? Why? 
TASK 4. 
Open the Department page and check through the different research groups. Browse through the XML 











I. Does this help to guide you when looking for research groups? 
Why? 
Evaluation of the system as a whole. 
Would you find this knowledge centre helpful if you were doing research? Please explain giving 
comments on the things you like and those you don't like about the system. 
Did you find the system as a whole easy to use? 
1. Very easy 
2. easy 
3. not sure 
4. hard 
5. Very hard 
Was it very easy to find material? 
1. Very easy 
2. easy 
3. not sure 
4. hard 
5. Very hard 
Was it very easy to add items? 
1. Very easy 
2. easy 
3. not sure 
4. hard 
5. Very hard 











1. Very helpful 
2. helpful 
3. not sure 
4. not helpful 
5. I don't know 
Would you use the system for KM in the future? 
I. I would definitely use the system 
2. I would use the system 
3. Maybe 
4. I would not use the system 
5. I don't know 
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and worJPr~ss ha,c more functions than UL(Xj:CMS, they do not suppon KJo..1 
features such,.., RDF. 
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